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Slitter Machine Operator with 10 years of experience in the packaging 
manufacturing industry. I am currently seeking offers for employment in a 
laboratory environment. I am driven to learn, versatile in many jobs and have 
management experience. I am also familiar with working in a laboratory 
environment while conforming to strict food and pharmaceutical standards. 
Interested in re-location for the right job.

AUGUST 2007 – AUGUST 2022
SLITTER MACHINE OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Operated machine slitter, which slits packaging closure products such as 
paperboard, foil, films and foams.

 Read daily production schedules to determine setup, adjustment of equipment, 
material to be slit, and packaging specifications.

 Measured and adjusted blades and controls, using wrenches, rulers, gauges and
templates to slit products to specified dimensions while observing machine 
operation and examining material being cut into strips for flatness, holes, 
splices and other defects.

 Adjusted machine controls while slitting to position and align material and to 
regulate speed and pressure of components.

 Removed completed materials, measured, weighed, and performed quality 
checks to verify conformance to customer specifications, using measuring 
devices, such as rulers, micrometers and scales.

 Stacked slit strips on pallets, banded, packaged and prepared labels for 
additional processing.

 Maintained production records, such as quantity, type and dimensions of 
materials produced as well as general housekeeping and maintenance.

2004 – 2007
SLITTER MACHINE OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Cut metal with slitter using overhead cranes With magnets or chains with hooks.
 Cut and stored metals appropriately, labeled for fitters.Also forklifts for some 

unloading and moving materials.
 finish welder, also filled in for Spray Painting.
 Set up and operate slitter machine also enter data into computer 

Accomplishments above average productivity Skills Used math and attention to 
detail.

 Slitter Set up and operate slitting machines.
 Duties include troubleshooting and in operation adjustments of equipment.
 Set up blades on slitter heads to desired width.
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EDUCATION

Diploma

SKILLS

Machine Operator, Planning, Customer Service.
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